Graphene nanomeshes (GNM's) formed by the creation of pore superlattices in graphene, are a possible route to graphene-based electronics due to their semiconducting properties, including the emergence of fractional eV band gaps. The utility of GNM's would be markedly increased if a scheme to stably and controllably dope them was developed. In this work, a chemically-motivated approach to GNM doping based on selective pore-perimeter passivation and subsequent ion chelation is proposed. It is shown by first-principles calculations that ion chelation leads to stable doping of the passivated GNM's -both n-and p-doping are achieved within a rigid-band picture. Such chelated or "crown" GNM structures are stable, high mobility semiconducting materials possessing intrinsic doping-concentration control; these can serve as building blocks for edge-free graphene nanoelectronics including GNM-based complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)-type logic switches.
Introduction
In the past decade, graphene has been the focus of extensive theoretical and experimental research. 1, 2 This one atom layer thick material has unique physical and chemical properties, including high mobility and mechanical strength, that makes it a potential candidate for applications across science and technology, such as nanoelectronics, [3] [4] [5] RF amplifiers, 6 chemical separation, 7 and supports for catalysis. 8 Despite the success of graphene in many domains, the material's zero band-gap property has limitations for applications which require a fraction of an eV bandgap and/or a stable doping mechanism, such as computer logic switches. Bilayer graphene in an applied E-field does possess a gap (provided the bilayer can be fabricated in Bernal Stacking) 9 but the gap is insufficient for room temperature computer switches, for instance. Nanoribbons (long nanometer-thin strips of graphene material), have sufficient band gaps, but in addition to edge scattering, a satisfactory controlled stable doping mechanism has yet to be discovered. Chemical and physical properties of graphene structures with single and double vacancies have also been studied. [10] [11] [12] [13] Graphene nanomeshes (GNM's, also called graphene antidot lattices) are novel structures, created by forming a superlattice of pores in a graphene sheet. A GNM is characterized by the details of the pore superlattice (size, superlattice constant, and symmetry of pores), which is superimposed on the intrinsic graphene lattice. These details determine whether the GNM is semimetallic or semiconducting (i.e. the size of the band gap). [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The semiconducting GNM can potentially be patterned into devices by spatial control of the pore perimeter passivating species, as we shall discuss.
Several groups have fabricated GNM's and examined their electronic properties. [21] [22] [23] [24] A block copolymer lithography approach was used to generate GNM's with pore size of about 20-40 nm and with a pore-to-pore width as low as 5 nm. 21 I-V characteristics of GNM p-doped field effect transistors (pFET's) showed that their ON-OFF ratio was an order of magnitude higher than that of pristine graphene, although with a lower electrical conductivity.
In order to fabricate CMOS type devices from GNM's it is essential to both n-and p-dope the material most simply without major alteration of the band structure. Substitutional doping by ion implantation, which has been demonstrated on graphene, [25] [26] [27] [28] suffers from concentration fluctuations in nanoscale devices. An alternative strategy realized in graphene is surface doping, wherein non-volatile compounds are spread across a 2D material, but this approach is also subject to undesirable concentration fluctuations and the free moieties (dopants) can migrate across the device leading to stability problems. 25, 29 It is therefore desirable to find an approach for doping GNM's that offers both high doping concentration-control and thermal stability.
Chelation Doping
Here, we utilize a concept from chemistry, ion chelation, 30, 31 to generate the desired doping physics in GNM's. The carbon atoms at the pore perimeter are chemically active and, unless the GNM is in vacuo, the pore perimeter will be passivated by a chemical moiety. Ions can be chelated in GNM's because an appropriate passivating species (such as H or O) forms a natural crown in which ions can selectively set or dock like a "jewel" (as in the well-known crown-ether materials. 32, 33 ) Passivation with chosen chemical functional groups leads to charge polarization at the pore perimeters due to an electronegativity mismatch between the passivating entity and carbon, thus forming an alluring trap for ions. When an atom approaches a chelation site, the electrostatic energy gain becomes higher than the energy cost of charge transfer, allowing an electron or a hole to transfer to the GNM within a rigid band picture; the resulting ion is tightly bound in the pore. In Fig. 1 , atom X docks in the chelation site which has been passivated by species Y. Charge transfer is stabilized by the electrostatic interaction between ionized species X and the local dipole moment (permanent plus induced) of the pore-perimeter carbon-passivating moiety Y.
We term these compounds "crown GNM's" and give them the symbol X@Y-GNM.
In order to understand X@Y-GNM physics, we study two GNM passivations, one with electronegativity lower than that of carbon (χ C = 2.55), and another with electronegativity greater than that of carbon. The two natural first choices are hydrogen (χ H = 2.0) and oxygen (χ O = 3.44). Figure 1 : A three-state conceptual thermodynamic sketch of the ion chelation doping of a GNM; the chelant atom is brought close to the undoped passivated GNM, resulting in the docking of the chelant in the pore, the ionization of the chelant, and the doping of the GNM, followed by structural relaxation or solvation. Here, n-doping is shown; p-doping simply replaces the electron with a hole. The dynamical process involves partial charge transfer and raising/lowering of the HOMO/LUMO of the chelant. [34] [35] [36] Pores passivated with hydrogen form pockets for electron withdrawing p-dopants, such as fluorine and chlorine. On the other hand, pores passivated with oxygen form pockets for electron donating n-dopants, such as sodium and potassium.
In detail, we use the local density approximation (LDA) within density functional theory (DFT) to investigate the ion chelation doping of crown GNM's (see supplementary material for computational details, and for results using GGA and hybrid functional based calculations confirming the LDA results). We present results of our electronic structure calculations on four exemplar cases, two for each doping flavor; the p-doped X@H-GNM through fluorine and chlorine chelation (X=F, Cl), and the n-doped X@O-GNM through potassium and sodium chelation (X=K, Na). We compare the doped crown-GNM band structure and density of states (DOS) to those of the undoped crown-GNM and graphene, and report the binding energy of each dopant to its chelating GNM.
We begin by describing the electronic properties of passivated GNM's, which serve as the foundation for our chelated material. Unpassivated semiconducting GNM's have midgap states resulting from the mixing of the σ states of the under-coordinated carbon atoms at the pore perimeter 14 which are shifted out of the gap by passivation (see supplementary material). In Fig. 2a , we show a hydrogen-and an oxygen-passivated GNM. We notice that the passivation saturates all atomic bonds, and therefore a passivated GNM is chemically stable (inactive). In Fig. 2b , we compare the band structures of the two passivated systems and pristine graphene; we emphasize the O- passivated GNM system as it has not been reported in the literature. LDA predicts a gap of 0.7 eV for H-GNM, and 0.4 eV for O-GNM, suggesting that the passivation has some effect on the electronic structure of GNM's especially those with small pores. The bands of the passivated GNM's are linear away from the gap region, although with a maximal group velocity that is half that of graphene. The DOS of H-GNM, O-GNM and graphene are shown in Fig. 2c . Projections of the DOS (PDOS) on the atomic orbitals shows that neither passivating species have a significant contribution at the band edges or in the linear region, and therefore one does not expect them to cause any resonant scattering. 37 Therefore GNM's, if doped up to the linear portion of the band structure, may have mobilities comparable to those based on pristine graphene, which can be exploited in novel devices.
p-Doping
We now turn to chelation doping as previously described (see Fig. 1 ). Figure 3a shows our first p-doped system. If a fluorine atom is brought close to the pore of a H-GNM (Fig. 3a) , we find that the system can lower its total energy if the fluorine docks in the center of the pore, forming a F@H-GNM, whilst an electron is transferred from the graphene sheet to the fluorine, ionizing it, and doping the GNM. The resulting fluorine ion is now electrostatically bound to the pore (there is some small concomitant lattice relaxation).
In support of our intuitive picture of the thermodynamics of docking (Fig. 1) , we show in Fig. 3b a 2D map of the charge density difference, δ σ , between the chelated/doped system and its neutral/undoped components (F and H-GNM),
where σ is the 2D charge density obtained by integrating the volume charge density over the direction perpendicular to the plane of the GNM. The 2D map shows that the fluorine is ionized.
The extra electron on the fluorine polarizes the C-H bond leading to an induced dipole moment (blue-red regions around the pore in Fig. 3b) ; the transferred carrier is not localized at the pore perimeter, rather, from Löwdin analysis it can be ascertained that the donated carrier is delocalized across the GNM skeleton.
To estimate the chemical stability of X@Y-GNM, we calculate the (zero-temperature) binding energy of the chelated crown GNM's using:
where E X@Y-GNM is the energy of the passivated GNM system with the chelated ion, E Y-GNM is the energy of the passivated GNM, and E X is that of the isolated atom. For the F@H-GNM system, LDA gives a binding energy of 4.2 eV, indicating very high thermal stability.
A comparison of the band structures of the doped and undoped systems (Fig. 3c) shows that ion chelation doping occurs within the rigid-band model. There is no significant change in the band curvatures, and the two band structures are essentially identical in the region of interest. The
Fermi level of the chelated system is in the linear region of the valence band, 0.7 eV away from the middle of the gap. Therefore, chelation doping of the crown GNM occurs such that the main features of the undoped system's electronic structure are preserved.
The rigid-band doping picture is confirmed by inspecting the DOS of the F@H-GNM system. We next discuss our results for the second p-doping case; the chlorine chelated system, Cl@H-GNM. Here, the anionic radius of chlorine is too large for it to fit in the GNM, and the nanopore chelates the chlorine ion (radius=1.77Å) at a distance 1.6 Å above the plane of the GNM (Fig. 4b,   inset ). Of course, a H-GNM with a larger pore radius could be constructed to comfortably accommodate chlorine. The electronic band structure of the Cl@H-GNM system is qualitatively similar to that of the F@H-GNM, with the Fermi energy in the valence band. Thus, chlorine chelation also occurs within the rigid-band doping model. Figure 4b shows the total DOS and PDOS for the Cl@H-GNM system. The position of the Fermi energy indicates that the GNM is p-doped, without any significant chlorine contribution in the electronic states in the neighborhood of the Fermi energy, and up to the valence band edge. The chlorine 3p states are occupied. Close to the Fermi energy, we see a trace of chlorine states. These are found to be the 3p x and 3p y states, and their existence is a manifestation of the chlorine chelation above the plane of the pore (hence the slight appearance in the π bands of the GNM). LDA predicts the binding energy of the Cl@H-GNM system to be 2.4 eV. This is smaller than that of fluorine due to steric effects pushing the chlorine out of plane.
n-doping
We now turn to the n-doping of crown GNM's. This is achieved by a reversal of the chemical logic underlying the p-doping approach. Oxygen, which has an electronegativity higher than carbon, is used as the pore perimeter passivator. This leads to carbon-oxygen bond polarization, with more negative charge at the oxygen side, making the pore suitable for hosting positive ions. Two electron-donating elements, potassium and sodium, are used to demonstrate n-doping of the O-GNM system. Due to the ionic sizes of these two elements, a GNM system with a bigger unit cell is used to accommodate for a larger pore. Figure 5a , shows an oxygen-passivated GNM with a pore size of 0.7 nm. The relaxed configuration of the unchelated (undoped) O-GNM has a band gap of 0.4 eV. By bringing the potassium atom to a distance of a few angstroms from the pore, the system lowers its energy by the docking and the ionization of the potassium atom in the center of the pore, with its 4s electron donated to the O-GNM π bands (see Fig. 1 ). Figure 5b shows the 2D charge density difference map for the system, as previously defined. The central region indicates that potassium atom has been ionized, with accompanying charge polarization induced at the pore perimeter. LDA predicts that the potassium is bound to the GNM by a binding energy of 2.8 eV. Figure 5 : n-doped GNM system. (a). Unit cell of an oxygen passivated GNM with potassium chelation(K@O-GNM), constructed from a 9×9 supercell of graphene. (b) A 2D map of the charge density difference between the doped passivated system and its neutral components (GNM, oxygen, and potassium). The atomic positions are overlayed on the map. The blue center shows that the potassium atom is ionized. The red color on the pore side of the oxygen atoms indicates that charge density is attracted towards the center of the pore (due to the ionization of the potassium atom). (c). Band structures of: the doped K@O-GNM system (red, solid); with its Fermi energy in the conduction band (red, dashed-dotted line), the undoped O-GNM system (green, dotted); with its Fermi energy at the origin (green, dashed-dotted line), and pristine graphene(grey, dashed).
Comparing the band structure of K@O-GNM and O-GNM shows that potassium chelation preserves the O-GNM band structure (Fig. 5c ) in the region of interest. The chelation merely shifts the Fermi level into the conduction band. This observation is further confirmed by inspection of the DOS and PDOS of the K@O-GNM system (Fig. 6a) , where we see that the DOS's of the two systems are very similar. The potassium 4s level does not contribute to the spectrum in the vicinity of the gap.
We continue our examination of X@Y-GNM n-doping by performing a study of a sodium- chelated system. The minimum energy configuration of the Na@O-GNM system binds the Na ion in the center of the pore with an energy of 2.2 eV. The band structure of the Na@O-GNM system is almost identical to that of the K@O-GNM, also with the Fermi energy in the conduction band of the O-GNM, indicating n-doping. The total DOS and PDOS of the Na@O-GNM system (Fig. 6b) confirms the same physics is operative here, as in the K@O-GNM case, with the empty sodium 3s
state at about 1.25eV above the Fermi level.
We observe high binding energies for the studied p-and n-doped crown GNM systems, a desirable feature for a material to be used in technological applications. It is therefore useful to describe this physics in more detail. First, consider the energetics of chelant ionization; the creation of negative ions generally results in a release of energy whilst the creation of positive ions costs energy. Second, consider the attractive electrostatic interaction between the X ion and the Y-GNM. Although fluorine has a lower electron affinity than chlorine, the F@H-GNM has a higher binding energy than the Cl@H-GNM due to the larger attractive electrostatic interaction of the fluorine ion with the hydrogen-lined pore. Chlorine's large ionic radius keeps it 1.67Å above the pore (exchange repulsion) preventing the full electrostatic gain. On the other hand, potassium has a lower ionization energy than sodium, and since they both dock at the pore center, they have approximately equal electrostatic interaction energies with the pore. As a result, K@O-GNM has a higher binding energy than Na@O-GNM by approximately the difference between their first ionization energies. More generally, these two factors will determine the binding energy, hence the stability, of a chelant ion in a passivated GNM, the lattice relaxation and the electron affinity/ionization energy of the GNM being small in comparison. It should also be noted here that chelated dopants are very stable compared to adsorbed ones, 38, 39 with a binding energy of about 0.1 eV for the adsorbed potassium atom atop a graphene surface.
The presented doping picture is not expected to vary qualititively with the density of the pores.
Decreasing the number of pores in the graphene lattice (i.e. increasing the pore-pore distance)
lowers the electronic cost for hosting the transfered charge, as there are more carbon atoms which can share the charge transfered from the chelant atom. Unless one has a high density of pores (where most of the graphene lattice is removed), the implications on the binding energy will be small. Systems addressing this point are now being studied.
More advanced calculations using hybrid density functionals such as B3LYP, [40] [41] [42] PBE0, 43 and HSE 44 have proved to be more quantitatively accurate for the calculation of the electronic properties of molecular systems. In particular, the HSE functional has been successful in determining the electronic properties of carbon nanotubes and graphene nanoribbon systems. 45 We performed calculations using the HSE hybrid functional for the F@H-GNM system, and the results confirm the message conveyed by LDA and GGA (see supplementary information).
The X@Y-GNM chelation doping approach offers a high degree of concentration control at the nanoscale. The studied cases assume one chelant per unit cell of the GNM lattice. As shown, GNM doping occurs within a rigid-band picture, and therefore an ordered partial-loading of the pores would introduce fewer carriers into the graphene lattice. The strong binding between the dopant (chelant) and the pore guarantees the structural stability.
CONCLUSION
Graphene nanomeshes (GNM's), due to their acceptably large band gaps and high mobilities, have great potential for use in nanoelectronics applications. Here we have shown using first-principles calculations that the chemically motivated ion chelation approach is suitable for achieving stable controlled doping in GNM's. This doping mechanism is based on the selective passivation of GNM's pore perimeters which allows for the preferential "docking" of positive or negative ions and hence specific doping. Furthermore, unlike other approaches, chelation doping offers both ultra stability (> 80k B T at room temperature) and a precise control over carrier type and concentration. We also demonstrate that ion chelation preserves the electronic structure of GNM's by merely moving the Fermi level to their valence or conduction bands, the rigid-band mechanism.
Realization of chelated GNM's would enable a wide-spread set of important nanoelectronic applications.
